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GRANd-HÔT EL 
du CAP-FERAT 
A Four Seasons Hotel 

The Grand-Hôtel du Cap-Ferrat, A Four Seasons Hotel, has expanded its private accommodation offering, 
taking luxury to new heights with the opening of Villa Beauchamp and Villa Clair Soleil, two historical villas 
nestled in lush grounds facing the Mediterranean Sea. 

“ With Villa Rose Pierre and 
the opening of Villa 

Beauchamp and Villa 
Clair Soleil, guests seeking 

privacy and seclusion can enjoy the 
villas’ unique setting and fabulous 
design, while benefiting from Four 

Seasons’ exceptional service.” 

François-Régis Simon,
General Manager. 





Enjoy our butler service and privileged access to all hotel services. 



 
 

  
   

 

The hotel commissioned renowned Parisian architect 
Sybille de Margerie to create bespoke interiors. 

“I chose a style that would respect 
the architecture and classical side 

of the villas, combining both 
T radit ional 

and cont emporary features 
to create a design that is in line with 

today’s desired aesthetic,” 

Sy  billE DE MARGEIE, 
Interior Designer. 



L V ILA 
BEAUCHAMP 



Illustrations are non contractual 

An 
ElEgant
channelling 

FRENCH RIVEA 
DESIGN 

Housing five rooms, Villa Beauchamp exudes a decidedly 
Provençal feel, with elegant finishes and neutral palettes 
marrying with greens and blues that echo the colours of 
the sea and the surrounding vegetation. 



L V ILA 
BEAUCHAMP 

Accommodates up to 12 people 
16-metre swimming pool 
Fitness centre 

Located a 5 minute-walk from the hotel Villa internal floor area: 349 m2 / 3,756 ft2 (3 bedrooms) 
5 rooms housed in the Villa and Pavilion Pavilion internal floor area: 70 m2 / 753 ft2 (2 bedrooms) 





L V ILA 
CLIR SOLIL 



An 
INT IMAt E 

setting exuding 
PROENÇAL 

Charm 

Illustrations are non contractual 

Located a short walk from the hotel, Villa Clair Soleil is 
an intimate two-bedroom villa that enjoys a peaceful 
setting, offering spectacular sea views. 



L V ILA 
CLIR SOLIL 

Built in the mid-twentieth century, the villa features harmonious palettes and discreet decorative touches, features that are characteristic of villas in the Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat area. Two-bedroom villa 203 m2 / 2,185 ft2 
Interiors are clean, simple and fresh, with whitewashed walls and exposed stone. Soft green accents recall the surrounding vegetation, while earthy, terracotta tones lend a touch of 10-metre swimming pool 
Provençal charm. Fitness centre 
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